LS4195 MultiBar ECO

THINK GREEN

LESS POWER. MORE LIFE.

The MultiBar ECO LS4195 is the ultimate show lighting system out-of-the-box – ideal for
anyone who needs to set up basic chase lighting or scene lighting in minutes. It delivers
outstanding brightness from a very small form factor with long term durability, and offers both
internal scenes and chase programs, as well as the possibility for full remote control by DMX.
Perfectly suited for small bands, mobile DJ’s and rental companies, the LS4195 comes readyto-go in a road-proof flight case.
16 CH

Ultra-flat
design
With only 62.5 mm
depth, the LS4195 is
very easy to transport
and handle.

Switch Mode
Power Supply
Delivers constant
brightness regardless
of AC quality.

Intuitive User
Interface
Makes control and
settings easy and
comfortable.

TECHNICAL DATA

Swivel and tilt the LED
panels as required
using the sturdy panel
brackets.
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Panels/Output:
LEDs per panel:
Arrangement:
Optics:
DIM Modulation:
DMX Control:

4 panels, 340lm each
197x5mm 1-chip 60mW
49 red 96 green 52 blue
Primary, 25 degrees
ABAM Bit-Angle Mod.
5/12/16 Channels

IP Rating:

20 (indoor)

AC requirement: 90-250 V~ 50-60Hz
Max. Power:
55.2W
Dimension
916.0 x 297.4 x 62.5mm
LxHxD (without case)
Weight:
7.2kg net (without case)
14.7kg net (with case)

Professional Flightcase (included)
Note: LC300H/LC400F not included

www.multiform-lighting.com

LED INDOOR LIGHT SOURCE RGB

4 RGB LED panels with each 197×60mW ultra-bright LEDs (Red: 49 Green: 96 Blue: 52)
25 degrees dispersion angle
UCO © (uniform color output) technology with honeycomb louver
Optical-grade PC protection sheet for LEDs
Rugged metal brackets allow each panel to be tilted and swivelled individually
7 Operation modes: FADE (automatic fade pattern play with 29 selectable patterns), AUTO
(automatic switch pattern play with 33 selectable patterns and strobes), COLOR (full color
scene mode with 19 selectable color presets), COLOR PATTERN (mixed color scene mode
with 9 presets), DMX PRESET (5 DMX channels to remotely control internal presets), DMX
(16 DMX channels to control each panel in red/green/blue intensity + master/strobe),
SLAVE (12 DMX channels to control each panel in red/green/blue intensity)
3-button / 1-potentiometer user interface with 3-digit LED display (lockable)
Potentiometer serves as dimmer in COLOR and COLOR PATTERN modes, and as speed
control in FADE and AUTO modes (with selectable sound-to-light function)
Foot switch input for optional LC400F foot controller (not included) to control
blackout/mode/strobe/pattern
Wide-range switch mode power supply with fan-less convection cooling
All-metal structure with 2xM10 thread insert on top for simple mounting of truss hooks
Pole mount adaptor for 35mm diameter tripods
Supplied in road-proof flight case (case also holds optional LC300H and LC400F
controllers – controllers not included)
CE/ROHS compliant, ETL approved

